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Abstract: The complexity in invigilator duty allocation in examination schedule has increased in last few years as number of examinations was increased. This complexity had some ambiguities as some invigilators got maximum number of duties while some got minimum number of duties. This paper proposed an optimize algorithm to allocate duties to invigilators. This algorithm provides optimized way to allocate duties of invigilators to reduce ambiguities such as unequal amount of duty allocation of invigilators. In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to allocate any numbers of invigilators in different examination halls in such a way that each invigilator will get equal amount of duties. This algorithm has written and implemented in java language.


I. INTRODUCTION

Invigilator duty allocation is an algorithm to allocate duties of each invigilator in different examination halls in such a way that each invigilator will get equal number of duties during whole examination session. This algorithm is developed because every year each school or college, each season of exams, the various departments or classes of an institution facing the complexity to draw a pattern to allocate the invigilators in different examination halls. The invigilator allocation process must be optimized and simple. The main purpose of this algorithm is to demonstrate the possibility of allocating examination halls to each invigilator, automatically, using computers or other devices. This software consists front-end or user interface that will displayed on the screen and algorithm which is written in java where all the back-end coding, functionalities and activities linking related codes are written. The paper begins with the introduction of complexity in allocating invigilators to each examination halls and steps followed while creating algorithm to allocate invigilators to each examination hall.

II. RELATED WORK

The Research paper that has been referenced here “A System of Automatic Construction of Exam Timetable Using Genetic Algorithm” illustrates that, to develop the scheduling algorithm the focus must be on two major components - Complexity and Optimality of algorithm; and it must consist user friendly interface. So, a great imagination power is required to develop an algorithm, so that allocation of invigilators can be done on all pros and cons and remove all bugs before deploy the software. Software must contain a responsive design, so that user interaction becomes easy. The UI of software should be able to attract user and easy to use because the number of user’s uses the software is depended on the UI design and optimality of the software. Software must be updated periodically and all bugs should be resolved as soon as possible. The software must be tested among different type of users before deploy, so that a bug free software can be provided to all users. To build a successful software, all above guidelines must be followed to avoid the risk of losing users or customers and revenue can be increased by making algorithm more optimal and less complex. Software is depended on the UI design and optimality of the software. Software must be updated periodically and all bugs should be resolved as soon as possible. The software must be tested among different type of users before deploy, so that a bug free software can be provided to all users. To build a successful software, all above guidelines must be followed to avoid the risk of losing users or customers and revenue can be increased by making algorithm more optimal and less complex.

III. PROPOSED WORK

As stated in the introduction of this paper, an optimal algorithm has been developed that covers approximately all the challenges faced while allocating invigilators to each examination halls. In this algorithm, the user (school/college/university) can manually decide the duty hours or number of duties of all invigilators. The user is also required to enter number of invigilators to be allocated and number of examination halls in which the invigilators will be allocated. The algorithm is also able to not allocate consecutive duties to the same invigilator. The working of algorithm will be shown as following.

A. Algorithm

Step 1: Start
Step 2: Declare a class Obj which implements Comparable interface, this class override compareTo() and priority() methods which has return type integer. This class is used to check current value and its priority.
Step 3: Declare arrange_duty() method which return type is void and has an array list of Obj type as a parameter. This method arranges the duty of all invigilators in optimal manner and change priorities at each step accordingly.
Step 4: Declare method sort_priority which return type is void, parameters will be an array list of Obj type and two integer variables start and end for starting of priority and for changing priority after each step. This method is used to sort priorities of each invigilator after each arrangement.

Step 5: Declare method shift() which return type is void and has five parameters – one array list a1 of Obj type, integer sn(number of shifts), nf(number of faculties), nr(number of rooms) and t(exam duration). This method is used to show which invigilator allocated in which room and which shift, this also show remaining duty of invigilator, number of duties and priority of each invigilator after each arrangement.

Step 6: Declare method schedule which return type is void, parameters are integer variable days, Array List al and integer variables ns (number of shift), nf (number of faculties), nr (number of rooms), t (exam duration). Declare integer variable sum initialized with 0. Now we will check the failure cases that may occur if faculties are short in number or duty hours getting short to allot. If size of array list a1 is less than multiplication of nf and nr then print message insufficient faculties add more and exit the program. Create a loop from 0 to size of array list to calculate sum of value in sum, then check if sum is less then multiplication of nf, nr, ns, days, t then print message insufficient duty hours to allot and exit the program. If none of failure cases occurs then create a nested loop where outer loop will be from 1 to days, print day number, now run inner loop from 1 to ns and in inner loop run method arrange_duty with passing parameter al, run method shift with passing parameter al, j, nf, nr, t. End inner loop, end outer loop.

Step 7: Declare Obj type array list for faculty names list and pass the names in the list.

Step 8: Declare 5 integer variables ed(number of exam days), ns(number of shifts), nf(number of faculties per room), nr(number of rooms), t(exam duration).

Step 9: take value in those 5 integer variables from user.

Step 10: run the schedule method passing the parameters list, ed, ns, nf, nr, t.

Step 11: End

B. Pseudo Code

Class Object uses Comparable (type) {
    Object (integer argument value, String argument string, integer argument p) {
        Set the parameters to current object parameters;
    }
    Integer argument value, p;
    String argument string;
    Override the method compareTo which will return comparison of integer argument value of current object;
    Function priority (Object argument o):
        Return comparison of integer argument p of current object;
    }
}

Declare static integer argument status;
Status equals 0;
Function arrange_duty(ArrayList list) {
    Integer argument start;
    Start equals 0;
    Loop from 0 to list’s size:
        If current index is less than size subtract 1 and current index object’s value of list is not equals to next index object’s value of list:
            Call function sort_priority(list, start, current index);
            Start equals addition of current index and 1;
            End If
            If current index is equals to size of list subtract 1:
                Call function sort_priority(list, start, current index);
                End if
        Collections.swap(list, current inner loop index value using priority method is less than 0:
            Call inbuilt function Collections.swap(list, current inner loop index, next inner loop index);
            End If
            End Inner Loop
        End Outer Loop
    }

Function sort_priority(ArrayList list, integer argument start, integer argument end) {
    Integer argument k, l;
    String argument s1, s2,
    Outer Loop from start to end:
        Inner Loop from start to end:
            If comparison of value of p in list’s object in current inner loop index with value of p in list’s object in next inner loop index value using priority method is less than 0:
                Call inbuilt function Collections.swap(list, current inner loop index, next inner loop index);
                End If
                End Inner Loop
            End Outer Loop
        }

Print shift number
Argument integer p;
P equals 0;
Outer Loop from 1 to nr:
    Print room number;
    Inner Loop from 1 to nf:
        Print value of string argument of object in al at p;
        Integer argument k;
        K equals value argument of object in al at p;
        K equals subtraction of k and t;
        Value argument of object in al at p equals k;
        Value of p argument of object in al at p equals to pre increment of status;
        Post increment of p;
        End Inner Loop
        Print Remaining;
        Inner Loop from p to size of al:
            Print value of string argument of object in al at
current index;
End Inner Loop
Print Duties;
Inner Loop from 0
to size of al:

Print value
of string argument
of object in al at
current index;
End Inner Loop
Print Duties;
Inner Loop from p
to size of al:

Print value
argument of object
in al at current
index;
End Inner Loop
Print Duties;
Inner Loop from p
to size of al:

Print value
argument of object
of p argument of
object in al at
current index;
End Inner Loop
End Outer Loop

Function schedule (ArrayList al, integer argument
days, integer argument ns, integer argument nf,
integer argument nr, integer argument t) {
Integer argument sum;
Sum equals 0;
If al’s size is less than
multiplication of nf and nr:
Print Insufficient faculties add
more faculties;
Exit program;
End If
Loop from 0 to al’s size:
Sum equals addition of sum and
value argument of object at current index of
al; End Loop
If sum is less than multiplication of nf, nr, ns,
days and t
Print Insufficient faculty
duty hours add more
faculties or allocate more
duty hours; exit program;
End If
Outer Loop from 1 to days:
Print day number;
Inner Loop from 1
to ns:
Call inbuilt
Collections.sort(al);
Call function
arrange_duty(al);
Call function
shift(al, Current Inner Loop index, nf, nr,
t);
End Inner Loop
End Outer Loop
}

In the main function {
Declare ArrayList list of object
type;
Add objects to list with duty hours, faculty
name, and priority;
Print Enter Number of Exam Days to be
scheduled;
Take input in ed from user;
Print Enter Number of Shifts;
Take input in ns from user;
Print Enter Number of Invigilators
to allocate per room;
Take input in nf from user; Print Enter
Number of Rooms; Take input in nr from
user;
Print Enter Exam Duration (hours); Take
input in t from user;
Call function schedule (list, ed, ns, nf, nr, t);
}
This algorithm requires number of exam rooms, exam duration, number of days, number of shifts each day, number of invigilators etc. Priority of invigilators can be changed at the run time of the algorithm. This algorithm has less complexity as this algorithm’s worst case complexity has been reduced from $O(n^5)$ to $O(n^2)$ since last update after November 2019.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the proposed algorithm will be worked for only one department or branch or section of any college or university or school. So in future, this algorithm can be modified by adding multiple department’s invigilator allotment facility, so that invigilators can be allocated to all department or branch or section of a school or college or university to more reduce the complexity in invigilator allocation and this algorithm can be fully modified by using machine learning, artificial intelligence and computer vision and the whole java code will be replaced by python code for that modification.
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